
SWIM CONDITIONING 
OUTSIDE THE POOL

Workout Outside 
the Pool
Simulate swimming 
motions and isolates 
vital muscles

Resistance Training 
Enhances speed while 

building endurance 
and strength

Compact
Small and lightweight 
cords travel well 

Three Resistance Levels
Yellow Webbing - Light Resistance 

Green Webbing- Medium Resistance 
Red Webbing- Heavy Resistance

Rehabilitation
Easy way to combat 
injury by building specific 
muscle strength 

Full Body 
Workout
Train triceps, 
chest, biceps, 
shoulders and 
abs

Handles 
Provide comfort 

and safety

Range of Motion 
Resistance training 

increases stroke range

DRYLAND 
CORDS



FINIS, inc
 
Toll Free: 888.333.4647 
FINISinc.com

How to Get Started  

Dryland Cords Specifications
• Materials: Rubber, Nylon, Plastic          • Yellow Webbing - Light Resistance
• Cord Length - 7’ 7”          • Green Webbing - Medium Resistance
               • Red Webbing - Heavy Resistance 

Butterfly Stretch: 
1. With cords out in front of you, stand far enough

 away to create some tension in the cords

2. Bend over at the waist and lower head so that
 your spine is in a straight line

3. Stretch arms out in front of you and pull arms
 down to your sides, mimicking an actual
 butterfly stroke (start your pull with palms
 and forearms, concentrating on making each pull
 smooth, balanced and even)

4. Finish with hands past hips. Repeat and build up
 number of sets to increase strength in shoulders

Breaststroke Pull:
1. Using the same starting position as the Butterfly

 Stretch, do slow, controlled breaststroke pulls

2. Make sure you keep a high elbow position and
 focus on using your palms and forearms
 Do not let your elbows drop below a line
 parallel to your shoulders

Rotator Cuff Exercise:
1. Standing upright with your left shoulder
  facing the base of the cord, hold both ends of the
  cord in your right hand with your forearm resting
  across your stomach

2. With tension in the cord, slowly pull your forearm
  away from your stomach, keeping your elbow
  flat against your side. Make sure each pull is
  controlled and smooth

3. Start with 3 sets of 10 reps and then add sets,
  as the exercise gets easier (you can also change
  cords for higher resistance)

4. Switch arms and do the same amount of
  exercises to keep things balanced
  Reversing the exercise, starting with your elbow
  in and forearm perpendicular to your body and
  then pulling in with resistance, can work the
  outside shoulder muscles
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